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About This Content

Deep inside the Citadel of Chaos, the dread sorcerer Balthus Dire is plotting. Summoned by a desperate plea for help, you are the
Vale of Willow’s only hope. And you are no ordinary adventurer. As star pupil of the Grand Wizard of Yore and a master sorcerer

yourself, you must strike at the very heart of Balthus Dire’s nightmare world.

Relive Fighting Fantasy – the beloved text-based, interactive adventures of the 80s and 90s! Push your Skill, Stamina and Luck
to the limits as you explore Balthus Dire's terrifying Citadel. This gamebook has been converted to digital format using Tin Man

Games' acclaimed Gamebook Adventures engine.

FEATURES

 Make the gamebooks as easy or hard as you like and even turn on a special 'Free Read' mode to play the book like an
old-school cheater!

 Map feature makes it easy to keep track of everywhere you have explored during current and previous playthroughs.

 Unlimited Bookmarks allow you to revisit difficult sections as many times as desired.

 Classic, original artwork from Russ Nicholson, all viewable through a collectable artwork gallery.

 Automated Adventure Sheet that keeps track of your stats, inventory and knowledge gained during your journey.
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 Specially composed, atmospheric soundtrack and effects.

Citadel of Chaos is digital gamebook DLC intended for use with Fighting Fantasy Classics.
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This game was a real thrill.

If you didn't like it, you're probably not a furry and you don't respect us at all. This game is a great first step towards progression
in the furry game dev industry. Jumpix is a wacky and charming main character. I'd love to see him in a comic or animated
show. I couldn't get enough of him. Can I get the name of his voice actor?

Jumpix had a great character model. Not only did he remind me of the great, talented Bugs Bunny, he also only wore underwear
which was a bit saucy ;). Added some appeal to the character.

Another thing I loved about this game is the music. The artist who made the soundtrack is obviously an extremely talented
musician—I loved the flute. Give the man a raise.

I think the storyline and character motivations for Jumpix are very relatable. There's a lot of symbolism. Why does he jump? It's
unclear, but we can draw our own personal conclusions by bringing in our own personal experiences. Why do any of us jump?
Because it's all we do before we reach our untimely end? When does it all end? I don't have all the answers, but Jumpix sure got
me thinking about it.

So this was a great game for the furry community, and hopefully some of you non-furries will catch on when you play this game
and encounter the wacky and wild Jumpix.

"One small step for man, one giant leap for Jumpix,"
- Jumpix (just one of his many memorable quotes)

- Charles (furry and comic writer)

Lilliputian homunculi. Tiny. Small.
. This is a nice plane to fly, but there's no doubt that it's meant for VFR. Yes, there are nav frequencies and com frequencies,
but no, there's no ILS landing system that I've found so far. Also, while the left door and window open and close just fine using
their respective handles, the right window doesn't open at all, and the right door and baggage hatch can only be opened\/closed
by Shift-E 2 or Shift-E 3. I don't know if this is a reflection of the real world airplane.

The cockpit is tidy without the usual yuckiness found in freeware offerings, I just don't like the white instrument surrounds, but
that's a personal taste thing. Someone has provided a dark surround for use with this aircraft that looks much better in my
opinion.

The engine starts very readily\u2014perhaps too readily, even when I don't use the primer. It's also no A2A plane, though I
expected as much from the price. Personally, I think it's worth the price I paid (50% off).

One wrinkle I struck with this plane doesn't refer to the plane itself, but rather the manual. The last page of the manual
duplicates (roughly) the previous page, with the only difference being a note that the aircraft is fictional and for simulation
purposes only. I think some content got missed off, and I'd love to see this corrected some time in the near future. The content
certainly doesn't reflect the depth of the information available in the original Pilot's Operating Handbook,
it's\u2014barely\u2014enough to get you off the ground and back down again.

(Edited to update information). I can recommend this game insofar as that compared to the other Total War games (Empire
especially), the combat is really quite good with interesting unit types in a period which I enjoy.

That said, and I need to add this as a WARNING to anyone looking to buy, the diplomacy really breaks the campaigns. It makes
no sense.

I negotiated military access with a pay off to the Venetians to travel through their lands and have a back door to Austria. Ok.
Next turn they declare war on me for no reason.
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Next, when I've destroyed the traitorous Venetians, my client state Piedmont-Sardinia, suddenly declares war on me for now
reason. It's not like my forces can't crush them, I just need to take one army and race it all the way back across the map to retake
Turin.

Really it is an excellent game, but I just can't get deep into the campaigns because the diplomacy is basically game breaking.. I
loved this game, it's like a KSP clone that is cheaper and easier. I also don't have a very good computer, and this runs perfectly
on it.. Game is DEAD,don't bother downloading.... Poorly programmed. The offline multiplayer option works but single player
is bugged, will let me click on the option to begin the campaign but doesn't present me with any option to actually load into the
game.

Although I was able to open the online multiplayer section of the game, no one was on so unfortunately I was unable to test that
portion of it.

Truly a shame, the offline multiplayer version worked well and I was looking forward to the game.. this game is so ♥♥♥♥ing
hilarious it prevented me from committing suicide. 10/10. Such fun! I finally found a game to play, while pondering what game
I'm going to play (and this can be a difficult decision.
It's a lazer, stroble lights, everything keeps moving kinda game.

I think it's at its best, when you put your headphones on, turn down all the lights and just get lost in the left-righ-left-righ-left-
left, dang there goes my ship over the border feeling. :-)
Since you've got three ships to crash or navigate over the edges one lost ship doesn't damage your mood to badly either. So it
makes for a great time-waster with a simple enough gameplay, but even more challenging modes if you're in it to win it.
Handling of the ships with a keyboard feels good and it's just as responsive as you'd imagine it, meaning you know when you've
pressed the button to late and won't blame the game for lag.

If you're prone to get headaches or easily feel nauseous, than it's probably not for you, but if you every wished to have an arcade
machine with a simple "get the ship from a to b without hitting stuff" game in your own living room, well, that's the game for
you. For less than a buck it's definitely worth the money, if only you could play your own music while playing I'd even be
willing to pay another buck, but well I guess you can't have it all.. I dont recomand it !
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To be honest: I really like the main game. Most of the tracks in the main game are at least good but most of the time even very
good.

And, there is this DLC...
The maps are designed for "maximum" air-time which it self is ok BUT the map design for that is just horrible.
Seriously: I never played maps in games of this style that are as bad as here. You are still in the last meters of an cornor and
JUMP in the opposite direction. Good idea, yeah!

And that's not all: there are still sometimes moving and sometimes stationair objects directly in your "flying" path. So, you got to
fly to the small end of track and you have to evade the obstacles. Both together is almost impossible which results either in death
by collision or death by not beeing able to hit the track.

On the positive side: the soundtrack is good.. Way too much air resistance.... I'M so excited for new releases ! Keep it up you
guys. First off the software is okay. Personaly I enjoy making my own world during video game production but this software
was a strech off of my regular wants while i did enjoy it it did have its confusing parts and not the best graphicts (to be
expected) When using it it was of very nice quality and I thoroughly enjoyed it but the inability to export the files from another
game engine than unity\/AGF did prove to be frustraiting. Regardles it was fairly nice, but I did not enjoy it as well as others
might have. Note* if you are looking to make\/sell a video game this migh not be the best software as it runs off of unity which
requires any orginisation using it making over $100,000 to buy unity, just a tip.. The mims has hours of enjoyment. I'd guess a
new player would take ~30 hours to beat the game if they pick up on the strategy fast. Some of the missions have unique stories
and objective, so each mission isn't a clone from the last. Overall good game.. A dream come true : ) Why..........

1. Plenty of choice between squads, weapons and spells.

2. Ability to make you own maps and campains.

3. Endless replay value.

4. Easy to learn....hard to master .......love it! : )

5. This is the next level to CHESS : )

Con .......

1. No CRAFTING of the games OR your own squad , weapons and spells.

Still ... as of to date 8/1/2017 My FAVORITE GAME! : )

. Ez unlock 4252 Achievements 100%. Lets me use my XB1 controller wirelessly with Steam Link and it also makes non-steam
Ubisoft games like Far Cry 4 and Assassin's Creed IV see the controller meaning I can finally play them on my TV via the Link.
I know this app has a lot of negative reviews but I'm very happy with it.. works great on my microsoft surface 2.
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